Versico SunPath Tubular Skylight System
June 1, 2011
TO: Versico Independent Sales Representatives and Distributors
Versico is pleased to announce the addition of the SunPath Tubular Skylight System, a commercial
daylighting system that will complement our Total Daylighting Solutions program in situations where
larger industrial skylights may not be the best cost effective solution. These instances could include
dropped ceilings, narrow warehousing aisles with high inventory racks, or bridging roof deck-to-ceiling
transition spaces. Ideal for offices, schools, and retail stores that utilize a suspended ceiling design,
tubular skylights are an effective solution for introducing the energy and productivity savings of a
natural daylighting solution.
The SunPath Tubular Skylight product line will feature as standard both a 13” and a 21” diameter unit
that will illuminate approximately 150 and 300 square feet of floor space respectively. Additional
diameter sizes (10”, 18”, and 24”) are also available as a special order. The seamless one-piece
aluminum flashing housing is 9” (21” only) and 6” high and features a 4” perimeter base flange. The rigid
light tube is manufactured from a highly reflective (98%) material that transmits pure white light with no
color shift during transmission. The optical surface of this material transmits significantly more light than
standard light wells when sun angles are between zero and 30 degrees, when usable light is most
needed. This light tube material is not an adhered polymer sheet so it will not delaminate. Elbows are
available to bypass any obstructions that may exist or to redirect light to a hard-to-reach area.
The skylight dome is vacuum formed from 100% modified impact acrylic that is seal locked onto an
aluminum dome ring. It should be noted that the dome also fulfills OSHA fall protection requirements.
Drywall hard ceilings or suspended ceiling installations are made possible with either a circular ceiling
trim ring or can take advantage of a round-to-square 2 x 2 transition box kit which includes a flat diffuser
panel that integrates into the ceiling grid. Diffusers are double glazed and are available in prismatic or
white, flat or domed. The diffuser trim rings are powder coated white and require no finishing.
Each standard SunPath Tubular Skylight kit consists of the following:
• Impact modified acrylic top dome assembly
• .080 seamless 9” (21” only) and 6”high aluminum flashing (flat roof)
• Two 24” tube pieces for a total of four feet
• Ceiling trim ring and diffuser
• Hardware, caulking, and foil tape
• Installation instructions
The 21” Office Kit includes all of the above, but replaces the ceiling trim ring and diffuser with the 2’ x 2’
transition box with diffuser that installs into the ceiling grid.

In addition to the standard kits, additional parts and accessories are also available and listed below.
These accessories include a set of elbows that can be used to bypass obstructions that may exist in
above ceiling spaces, a dimming system (both manual and wireless) to further reduce surface glare in
the work area, and additional tubular lineal sections when the light run exceeds the kit standard length
of four (4) feet. (Electric Light kits are also available and can be ordered under a miscellaneous code
when required.)
Versico’s SunPath product offering is as follows:
Product Code
317120
317121
317122
317123
317124
317125
317126
317127
317128
317129
317130

Description
13” Tubular Skylight Kit
21” Tubular Skylight Kit
13” Reflective Tube Section, 24” long
13”x14” Adjustable Elbow (set of 2)
13” Manual Dimmer with 14” tube
13” Wireless Dimmer with 14” tube
21” Reflective Tube Section, 24” long
21”x14” Adjustable Elbow (set of 2)
21” Office Kit (2’x2’ Diffuser)
21” Manual Dimmer with 24” tube
21” Wireless Dimmer with 24” tube

Versico’s high-performance tubular skylights represent an economical way to bring natural daylight into
a commercial space when larger industrial skylights are not feasible due to ceiling height or design.
Installation is both quick and easy since no structural modifications are required. Flashing is made easy
with single piece Pre-Fabricated TPO/PVC flashing sleeves for thermoplastic systems or PressureSensitive Uncured EPDM Flashings for EPDM systems. Versico’s Total Roofing System Warranty includes
coverage for the SunPath Tubular Skylight.
The SunPath Tubular Skylight represents yet another energy saving solution from Versico to assist
building owners in their efforts to meet the federal mandate for net-zero energy use buildings by 2050.
Please ensure that your authorized contractors are aware of these additions to Versico’s product lineup.
If you have any questions regarding this introduction, please feel free to contact me at
Ken.Laremore@CarlisleCCM.com or 717-245-7314.
Sincerely,

Ken Laremore
Skylight Product Manager

